
“No one knows the costs 
involved at a destination level, to 

host every additional visitor”
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Presentation Notes
The economic benefits of tourism are well understood thanks to decades of research and aligning of data from UNWTO and WTTC. We understand that tourism creates jobs, investment, tax revenue, entrepreneurship. (WTTC 2017 figures: EUR12.7bn in direct contribution to GDP. Directly supporting 422,000 jobs or 5.6% of total employment, attracting EUR4.3bn in investment).But all industries have costs as well as benefits. What do we know about the costs of tourism? No one here – or anywhere – will be able to give the same level of detail or understanding to the other side of the ledger. No one knows the costs involved at a destination level, to host every additional visitor. So we don’t know – no one knows - if tourism is actually paying off for a destination and it’s community – or even covering its very real costs. Can you imagine running your own business or organisation in that way?(Free Photo: https://www.pexels.com/photo/abundance-bank-bank-notes-banking-259249/)



History of Destination 
Management
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But we do know that destinations around the world are struggling to manage tourism’s exponential growth. For the Netherlands, the discourse has, of course, centred around concerns of overtourism in Amsterdam and Kinderdijk (village with windmills near Rotterdam). But there are many examples of destinations “at risk” (not just from overtourism) around the world. There is clearly an imbalanceFor example, Historical, natural and cultural monuments are lynchpin attractions They promote higher GDP for regions and nations



History of Destination 
Management
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But their management and costs are independent of national tourism strategies in many casesMany are cracking under the weight of heavy visitationLouvre example



Destinations 
at Risk

The Invisible 
Burden
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This is why we commissioned research with Cornell University and EplerWood International – to better understand not just what was happening but what are the root causes and potential solutions that might address them so that we stop putting bandages on the problem. What we found in a nutshell is that a range of costs are being incurred by destinations and their taxpayers without recompense and often without knowing it. What’s more, without knowing the cost, planners are often not factoring the additional impact and demand from tourism on infrastructure investment decisions. We call this the invisible burden of tourism. 



Destination Requirements Entail Full Cost Accounting
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Each tourist shares important facilities with local peoplePresently tourism uses of vital resources are not included in accounting for the cost per tourist



Destination Costs Rise with Demand
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Increased demand without additional revenue from tourism leads to While GDP metrics suggest growing benefits, destinations costs rise with each new tourist.increasingly poor management of vital resources. 



Infrastructure Costs are Not Accounted 
for Per Tourist
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So this could mean…Costs incurred related to municipal infrastructure/public assets – water, energy, waste, transport… Tourism businesses pay rates and taxes for amenities. But there are still costs borne by residents. So the cost of expanding infrastructure to service tourism demand, and the higher costs of servicing peak season demand – e.g. more expensive energy sources, relying on desalination of water. Rhodes example from Invisible Burden: each tourist night cost Greek citizens $1.35 in 2013 to subsidise a new oil-fired power plant. Each tourist night is costing Greek citizens $1.35 or a total of $23 million in 2013 to subsidize the expensive oil-dependent power generation system of Rhodes. In addition, the new oil-fired power plant has now locked-in the island to another 20 years of fossil-fuelled power generation – an oxymoron when you consider that islands stand to bear the brunt of climate-related rises in sea levels. 
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There are also costs relating to the environment = natural resources and biodiversity (use closures such as Maya Bay in Thailand, Iceland’s Fjadrargljufur [pron:Fiath - raor - gliu – vur] canyon, Boracay in the Philippines).
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3. Costs relating to social and cultural degradation and conflict. This is the area most often associated with overtourism – rise in cost of living and house prices, way of life threatened, locals leave the historic centres. (Free Photo: Rome, Trevi Foundation, Photo by Jeff Ackley on Unsplash)These costs are being paid for by the municipality (so the residents) or simply just aren’t being covered by anyone, putting the very assets that destinations depend on at major riskWithout management or maintenance tourism destinations may begin to lose value per tourist



Infrastructure is Stretched Beyond Tolerance
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 To reiterate Tourism requires more infrastructure than cities and towns account for. This results in the Invisible Burden weighing down local economies without revenue to address the issue



Threats of Over 
Developing Tourism 

Destinations
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The reason they are not accounting for it is not ignorance - Local managers of vital resources and infrastructure have little data on the Invisible Burden.Their management of resources is not coordinated with tourism marketing programs at the national level. Destinations are often in debt… losing money per tourist.This burden on local destinations becomes evident to all parties, locals and travelers, but data is surprisingly scarce – Yesterday I paid Euro 2 city tax, which I assume will go towards vital infrastructure for the city of Lisbon, which is making great strides but experiences many of its own burdens including traffic, overcrowding and the touristification of public space and infrastructure



Planning Tourism and People Based Growth
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Connecting the consumption of tourism resources to management of tourism destinations requires more data. Benchmarking & monitoring the cost of supply of tourism’s vital resources, protection from degradation, and necessary infrastructure will reveal the Invisible Burden



What Measurements are Needed?

• SMART Destinations must 
protect

• Historic city centers
• Cultural monuments
• Vital ecosystems
• Socio-Cultural systems
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RequirementsScience based data to identify critical tipping pointsLocal ParticipationRegular Monitoring



Tourism and resource use 

Pilot Destinations : Djerba & Tozeur, Tunisia
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Assessing a baseline for resource managementImplementing the ISTI Framework: A diagnostic tool to help local authorities at destinations:measure tourism’s resource use and climate change-related impacts for Paris Agreement monitor progress towards more environmentally sound & sustainable solutions for SDG Reporting



Tourism’s resource use in Djerba,Tunisia
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The study mapped tourism resource and infrastructure use to establish a baseline – you can see from these charts that tourism uses far more of these things per capita than 



Unaccounted for tourism costs
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External costs in Tozeur: The impact of private wells in hotels => inability of wastewater utilities to recover operational costs 



Unaccounted for tourism costs
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A ‘temporary solid waste depository in Djerba



Hotels generate more 
revenue and jobs (2.1 people 
per bed space compared to 

0.78 for apartments)

Apartments/houses are 
more likely to be micro 

enterprises (76%) compared 
to hotels (35%)

Tourists in 5* hotels spent 
the most (EUR60 /day) but 

1-2* apartments spend 
more on local bars, 

restaurants and shops 
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As well as better data and new capcities, we need tow ork with what we have plenty of in the industry – promotion. we need to better market destinations – with an emphasis on managing tourism more than attracting touristsI say this for 3 reasons:1) It is very likely indeed that a destination will need a balance of different types of tourist “types” to deliver the anticipated benefits they want or need. Where tourists stay, what kind of accommodation they choose, what they buy and what they do will affect the range of benefits and negative impacts they bring to a destination. For instance, hotels usually generate more jobs and tax revenues per room than non-serviced accommodation (e.g. holiday homes and apartments). Yet non-serviced accommodation provides more opportunities for micro-enterprise development and livelihood diversification for residents. Similarly, we’ve found that five star hotels can, unsurprisingly, deliver the highest discretionary spend, yet lower star rated accommodation plays a more significant role in supporting local bars, shops and restaurants, spreading revenue further. (STATS IN SLIDE ARE FROM TENERIFE)So finding an “optimal market mix” that maximises the benefits and minimises the negatives is likely to require attracting a range of tourists. Will also make the visitor economy more resilient to shock (e.g. if one source market collapses).2) Caution against seeing a tourist type as inherently undesirable – it could be that it’s the way that tourism is configured that needs to change. E.g. Visitors to national parks may not be paying their way. Should they therefore be discouraged from going? Or is it possible to find ways to recoup the costs and indeed use tourism to help pay for conservation efforts? 3) Quality tourism (rather than tourist) moves the emphasis from marketing (attracting the “right” tourist”) to managing your destination’s assets and ensuring you have what it takes to manage their flows, behaviours, and indeed the burdens they create, by carefully considering issues around capacity, product development, cost per tourist, risk analysis, and investment for upgrades and ensuring that fiscal instruments match future needs,(Free Photo: Image by Clker-Free-Vector-Images from Pixabay 



WHAT 
NEEDS TO 
CHANGE?

Mandate & Incentives

Private & Public Sector Collaboration

Funding

Innovation

Capacity Building

Information and Data
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So what needs to change?Fundamentally, the whole model and mindset needs to change.There needs to be the right mandate, the right incentives and targets in place, with checks and balances. The main one being ensuring that residents needs are considered first and foremost, not just through the usual lip service.Collaboration: Public and private sectors should be both represented and given responsibilities for making changes. Collaboration should be horizontal  - across ministries/departments, and across disciplines. And vertical – with provinces, universities and local communities. Why? Need the insights, data and skills that this brings. No one organisation can do this alone.Funding: tourism has to cover its costs, even the invisible ones, and so it is important to take stock of what revenue is being collected, and how it is being disbursed. New kinds of innovative funding opportunities should also be considered e.g. green bonds.Innovation: there are solutions out there we haven’t even dreamed of, but we need the right people at the table solving the right problems, and for tourism to be on everyone’s agenda as a risk that needs to be addressedCapacities: we need to train the next generation in a new way of thinking. Not simply marketing and hospitality, but data analysts, product innovators, community developers, who have a real understanding of sustainable tourismInformation: we know we can’t do any of this without being smart about collecting the data we need in a smart fashion. Not just data for data’s sake, but data that will help us understand costs and benefits, understand priorities, and make strategic business decisions



www.invisibleburden.org

Twitter: @traveltf

www.thetravelfoundation.org.uk 
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I’m now going to open to my panel to discuss this subject in more detail and to find out how they have been working towards a more strategic and nuanced approach to destination management in two very different contexts.Questions
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